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Mark schemes

(a)     The movement of liquid iron in the Earth’s outer core
11

(b)     will attract
1

will repel
1

(c)     Level 2 (3–4 marks):
A detailed explanation is provided that includes a coherent comparison of the properties
of the types of magnet and presents a clear argument to support the use of
electromagnets. Logical links are made between relevant points and use in a scrapyard

Level 1 (1–2 marks):
Relevant points made about the properties of the magnets. An attempt at comparison
may be made, but logic is unclear and unstructured and links to use in scrapyard may
not be present

0 marks:
No relevant content.

Allow steel or iron for car body throughout

Indicative content
•        an electromagnet can be switched on and off
•        so it can be used to lift a car body
•        and release a car body
•        so it can easily be used to move car bodies from one place to another in the

scrapyard
•        a permanent magnet cannot be switched off to release a car body
•        so would not be as useful in the scrapyard
•        the strength of the magnetic field of an electromagnet can be varied
•        so an electromagnet can lift different masses
•        so can deal with different vehicles
•        but the strength of the magnetic field of a permanent magnet cannot be varied

or is fixed
•        so a permanent magnet can only lift up to a certain mass

4

[7]

(a)     motor
1

(b)     increase the strength of the magnetic field

accept use a stronger magnet

use a larger / bigger magnet is insufficient

do not accept move magnets closer
1

2
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increase the (size of the) current

accept use a current greater than 2 (A)

accept increase the p.d. / voltage (of the power supply)

increase the power supply is insufficient
1

(c)     any one from:
•        (reverse the) direction of the current

accept swap the wires at the power supply connections

swap the wires around is insufficient
•        (change the) direction of the magnetic field

accept turn the magnet around

do not accept use an a.c. supply
1

(d)     The wire is parallel to the direction of the magnetic field.
1

[5]

(a)     (i)      field pattern shows:
some straight lines in the gap

1

3

direction N to S

 
1

(ii)     north poles repel
1

(so) box will not close
1

(b)     (i)       as paper increases (rapid) decrease in force needed
1

force levels off (after 50 sheets)
1

(ii)     the newtonmeter will show the weight of the top magnet
1

(iii)    (top) magnet and newtonmeter separate before magnets separate

accept reverse argument
1

(because) force between magnets is greater than force between magnet and
hook of newtonmeter

1
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(iv)    any three from:

•        means of reading value of force at instant the magnets are pulled apart
•        increase the pulling force gently

or
use a mechanical device to apply the pulling force

•        clamp the bottom magnet
•        use smaller sheets of paper
•        fewer sheets of papers between readings (smaller intervals)
•        ensure magnets remain vertical
•        ensure ends of magnet completely overlap
•        repeat the procedure several times for each number of sheets and take a

mean
•        make sure all sheets of paper are the same thickness

3

(v)     3 (mm)

30 × 0.1 ecf gains 2 marks

2.1 N corresponds to 30 sheets gains 1 mark
3

[15]

(a)      (i)     an electric motor
14

(ii)     force
1

(b)     any two from:

•        more powerful magnet

do not allow ‘bigger magnet’

•        reduce the gap (between magnet and coil)

•        increase the area of the coil

•        more powerful cell

do not allow ‘bigger cell’

accept battery for cell

accept add a cell

accept increase current / potential difference

•        more turns (on the coil)

allow ‘more coils on the coil’

do not allow ‘bigger coil’
2

(c)     reverse the (polarity) of the cell

allow ‘turn the cell the other way round’

accept battery for cell
1
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reverse the (polarity) of the magnet

allow ‘turn the magnet the other way up’
1

[6]

(a)      (i)     an electrical conductor
15

(ii)     increase current

accept increase p.d. / voltage
or
use stronger magnets

accept move magnets closer

do not accept use larger magnets
1

(iii)    reverse the poles / ends (of the magnet)

either order
1

reverse the connections (to the power supply)
1

(b)     (i)      environmental
1

(ii)     ethical

allow political (instability)

allow economic (migration)
1

[6]

(a)     electric drill, electric fan, electric food mixer and electric screwdriver

all four ticked and no others (2)

either all four of these ticked and only one other (1)

or any three of these ticked and none/one/two of the others (1)
2

6

(b)     (i)      reverse (the direction of the) current (1)

or reverse the connections (to the battery)

         reverse (the direction of the) magnetic field (1)

or reverse the (magnetic) poles /ends

do not credit ‘swap the magnets (around)’
2
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(ii)     any two from:

•        increase the strength of the magnet(s)/(magnetic) field

do not credit ‘use a bigger magnet’

•        increase the current

allow ‘increase the voltage/p.d.’
allow add cells/batteries
allow increase the (electrical) energy
allow increase the power supply
allow ‘decrease the resistance’
allow ‘increase charge’
allow ‘ increase the electricity’

do not credit ‘use a bigger battery’

•        reduce the gap (between coil/armature
and poles/magnets)

allow increase the (number of) coils

•        increase the turns (on the coil/armature)

do not credit ‘use a bigger coil’
2

[6]

(a)     increase the current (1)

credit increase the p.d./voltage
credit reduce the resistance
credit have thicker wiring
credit add extra / more cells

1

          increase the magnetic field (strength) (1)

credit ‘have stronger magnet(s)
do not credit ‘bigger magnets’ either order

1

7

(b)     either reverse polarity

          or connect the battery the other way round
1

          either reverse direction of the magnetic field

          or put the magnet the other way round / reverse the magnet

do not give any credit to a response in which both are done at the
same time

either order
1
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(c)     either

          conductor parallel to the magnetic field

          or lines of magnetic force and path of electricity do not cross
1

[5]

(a)     motor (effect)
18

(b)     (i)      wire kicks further (forward)

accept moves for kicks

accept moves more

accept ‘force (on the wire) increased’
1

(ii)     wire kicks back(wards) / into (the space in) the (horseshoe) magnet

accept moves for kicks

accept ‘direction of force reversed’
1

[3]

(a)     (i)      the greater the speed (of a centrifuge), the greater the force

answers must be comparative

accept velocity for speed

accept positive correlation between speed and force

speed and force are not proportional – treat as neutral
1

9

the smaller the radius, the greater the force (at a given speed)

allow (G machine) 1 has / produces a greater force (than

G machine 2 ) at the same speed

must be comparative, eg a small radius produces a large force = 0
marks on own

1

as the speed increases the rate of change in force increases

accept force is proportional to the square of the speed

or

doubling speed, quadruples the force

accept any clearly correct conclusion
1

(ii)      12000 (N)

or

12 k(N)
1
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(b)     (i)       the current (in the coil) creates a magnetic field (around the coil)

accept the coil is an electromagnet
1

so the magnetic field of the coil interacts with the (permanent) magnetic field of
the magnets (producing a force)

accept the two magnetic fields interact (producing a force)

if no marks scored an answer in terms of current is perpendicular to
the (permanent) magnetic field is worth max 1 mark

1

(ii)     vertically downwards arrow on side A

one arrow insufficient

and

vertically upwards arrow on side C
1

(iii)    the current is parallel to the magnetic field

allow the current and magnetic field are in the same direction

allow it / the wire is parallel to the magnetic field
1

(c)      increase the current / p.d. (of the coil)

accept decrease resistance

accept voltage for p.d.

accept increase strength of magnetic field / electromagnet
1

(d)     yes with suitable reason
or
no with suitable reason

eg

yes – it has increased our knowledge

yes – It has led to more (rapid) developments / discoveries (in
technology / materials / transport) accept specific examples

no – the money would have been better spent elsewhere on such
things as hospitals (must quote where, other things not enough)

no mark for just yes / no

reason must match yes / no
1

[10]

(a)     thumb, index finger and third finger are held mutually at right angles
110

index finger shows the direction of the magnetic field from North to South, third finger
shows the direction of the current from positive to negative terminal

1
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the thumb then shows the direction of the force acting on the copper rod
1

so the copper rod will move upwards
1

(b)     any one from:

use a stronger magnet

increase the magnetic flux density

increase the length of the copper rod in the magnetic field

coil the copper rod
1

(c)     W = 9.8 × 4×10–4 = 3.92 × 10–3

1

conversion of the length 7cm to 0.07m
1

3.92 × 10–3 = B × 1.12 × 0.07
1

B = 3.92 × 10–3 / 0.0784
1

B = 0.05 (T)
1

allow 0.05 (T) without working shown for the 5 calculation marks

[10]
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